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( 20 marks)
(A) The.t;:i" in an axial member of a square cross-section is given by

= - -
h"E

where F: axial force in the member, Newton
h: length or width of the cross-section, meter
E: young,s modulus, pascal

Given
F=7210.91/,  h=4+0.1 mm, E=7011.5 Gpa

${-!!9 g3ximum possible error in the measured strain.
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ii) Define 
'absolute 

and relative error in computations.

:::/Jllt iT" 
prcssibte sources of erro'o*p.rtations?

@^ding .r*r. Girru 
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Question2 (2|marhs)

(A) use Rung'Kutta 4th ord'er method to solve the differential equation
dg2

d* 
= a - x- + 1 to obtainthevarueofy at x = o.2, and. x = o.4

Given the following linear system of algebraic equations:

xt* 3xs = 2
Sxr+ xz * 2xs = -S

xj + 6xz + 2xs= _I j

(i) rf you solve this system without ordering the equations, what doyou expect? Discuss the convergence of this system throughScarbora criteria.
(ii) Order your equations in an appropriate way.
(iii) llse Gauss-Seidel iterative method to *ukl t1a,gjIeIaUeES.r r rc) l0) to)USe xi -  xi '  = X' i '  = O.
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Question4 (20marks)
(A) i) Discuss (.iEu) three drawbacks (+-,:') of Newton-Raphson method

for solving non linear algebraic equation.

I iil An equation /(;) = 0, whe re f (x) is a real continuous function ,l '
I
I has at least one root between X t und X, if f (x,) f (x,) < 0
I

I Gxplain with $aph).
I

1 iii) Note thar if "f (x,) "f (x, ) > 0 , there may or may not be any root
I
l Y v
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(B) Solve the following equation e-x - x = 0, using Newton-Raphson method.

takexo = o' (io Marrzs)

QuestionS (20marks)

(A) Determine the value of f( 2.5) using the direct method interpolation using:
i) A first order polynomiai.

ii) A second order polynomial.

iii) A third order polynomial
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takex  -3 .  
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I(C) Solve the following equation r" - x - 11 = 0, using Bisection method. i
IBetweenx=2 and,  x=3 /E^ , r - -L^ \  I(5 Marks)

x 0 1 2 3
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Question Number Qr-a Qz-a Qe-b Q+-b Qz-b Qs'b Qr-c Qr-b Qa-a Q+-a
Skills Qs-b Qs-a Qs-c

Knowledge &understandine skills Intellectual Skills Professional Skills
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